
What to think about when developing your product 

What is the user proposition?  
 What's the single-sentence pitch to users?  
 Who is the target audience? Is there a primary persona? 
 What is the single biggest reason for the BBC to provide this service? 

What are your expected measures of success? 
 How many weekly unique users do you expect? 
 What will the average time spent be? 
 How many pages will each visitor look at on average? 
 How many times in a month will a user be likely to visit this site? 
 What’s your target NP score six months after launch? 

What is the Audience Acquisition strategy?  
 What pages from bbc.co.uk will permanently link into this? Do you have this agreed? 
 What is the linking and/or integration strategy with the following: iPlayer; BBC 

Online index pages; BBC News; BBC Archive; Spaces and Identity? 
 How will this proposition deliver new users to bbc.co.uk? Examples might include 

marketing, syndication (including APIs), search optimisation and proactive 
cultivation of new inbound links 

 How will people find this proposition in two years time? 
 How will this product work on Red Button and on Mobile? 
 For redesigns/relaunches of existing propositions (eg “Eastenders redesign”), or 

updates of year on year propositions (eg “Apprentice 2010”), what’s your plan for 
redirecting content pages and index pages from their old URLs to their new URLs, 
thus securing the value of existing inbound links? 

What’s the design strategy? 
 What emotional pitch or message should the visual design convey?  
 Is the design aspirational or functional? What is the rationale?  
 Can this proposition use existing design templates and IA work or at least be 

inspired by them?  
 Has the sketch, concept or visual design execution been assessed for quality (eg. 

RQIV)? 

How do we intend to build and deliver this project? 
 What is the preferred method of delivering this project and why? (Internal, External 

or Hybrid) 
 What platform will the be used to host the product? (Forge, Legacy BBC platform, 

External, Hybrid) 
 What key presentation framework(s) does this proposition sit in and/or enhance? 

(see FM&T for list of frameworks) 
 What Key technical Frameworks does the proposition  use / enhance? List all that 

apply (see FM&T for list of frameworks) 
 What key technical components does the proposition use (for example EMP, 

iBroadcast / PIPs, Dynamite/ION, DNA, Syndication Widget, News CMS, APS) 
 



 Who are the key delivery stakeholders? List all that apply (and you should always 
have a product sponsor, a product manager, and a scrum master/TPM) 

 

What are the timescales and costs for this project? 
 Is this a 3 day, 3 week or 3 month proposition (roughly) 
 Which people/resources are needed to create this proposition? 
 What is the initial build cost (including infrastructure) 
 What is the initial cost of any bespoke content or archive rights (including spending 

on creating clips or buying imagery) 
 What is the annual cost of maintaining the site technically for the first three years? 
 What is the annual editorial maintenance cost for the first three years? Include any 

moderation or community building estimates 
 

What is the long term enhancement and maintenance strategy? 
 How will we ensure that the site is still editorially viable in two years time? 
 Who will be responsible for monitoring and responding to user feedback? 
 Who is the product owner for the next three years? What proportion of their time 

will they spend on this product? 
 What is the community development strategy and what will it cost? 
 What are the potential content partnerships with this proposition? 
 How many of them need to be successfully agreed to insure success? 

How does this proposition contribute positively to the Web as a 
whole? 

 Have you done a market impact analysis? If not, why not? 
 Why is the BBC uniquely placed to deliver this? 
 How does the proposition deliver to the BBC’s commitment to Digital Britain 

(http://www.bbc.co.uk/info/purpose/public_purposes/communication.shtml) 


